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-2221 - By the strength of the formed stereotypes 50% of the children were included in the group of "plastic" children; the other kids in almost equal parts were included in the groups of "labile" (25.7%) and "rigid" (23.8%) children.
-2223 - In the analysis of heart rate variability at rest we found that there were some differences in the studied indices in the groups of the children in the Far North that differ in BI. Thus, the "quiet" When dividing the examined children in the Far North into groups with quantitative and qualitative differences in the indices of heart rate variability, we found that the highest percentage of the children of the third, optimal, group of autonomic regulation of heart rate fall into the category of "quiet" boys and girls while the least percentage of the same children are among the "intensive" (Fig. 1) . In the groups of children that differ in the index of strength of Fig. 1 . Occurrence of groups with characteristics of regulation of heart rate in groups of "quiet" (Cп -Q), "adequate" (Ад -Ad) and "intensive" (Ин -In) boys and girls; □ -children with high activity of a sympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system and a low degree of tension of the central levels of control, ■ -children with high activity of a parasympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system, increased activity of the central regulatory systems and the low activity of a sympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system, ■ -children with high activity of a parasympathetic part and low activity of a sympathetic part and central structures of heart rate regulation stereotypes the occurrence of an optimal balance between the autonomous and central regulation of heart rate is almost the same. Fig.1 . Occurrence of groups with characteristics of regulation of heart rate in groups of "quiet" (Cп -Q), "adequate" (Ад -Ad) and "intensive" (Ин -In) boys and girls; -children with high activity of a sympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system and a low degree of tension of the central levels of control, -children with high activity of a parasympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system, increased activity of the central regulatory systems and the low activity of a sympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system, -children with high activity of a parasympathetic part and low activity of a sympathetic part and central structures of heart rate regulation.
developed behaviour stereotypes the occurrence of an optimal balance between the autonomous and central regulation of heart rate is almost the same.
In assessing autonomic reactivity it was revealed that the "quiet" junior schoolchildren In the analysis of the indices of respiratory function in groups of junior schoolchildren in the Far North with different temperament traits indices some differences were also identified.
Thus, the respiratory rate of "quiet" children is less than that of the "intensive" ones, while the minute ventilation and the maximum ventilation rate are reliably higher than that of children of the "intensive" type. In the groups of children with different strength of developed stereotypes the "plastic" children are characterized by more optimal indices of the respiratory function.
The obtained results show a more optimal functioning of ventilation of junior schoolchildren Note: difference is reliable at p <0.05: * -from the group of "quiet" children, # -from the group of "adequate" children. Thus, our study suggests that "quiet" children in the Far North, whose temperament is characterized by a low behaviour index, are marked by the domination of a parasympathetic part of heart rate regulation at rest, the most optimal ratio between the autonomic and central heart rate regulation, and the higher functional indices of external respiration. This is a factor that contributes to a more economical and effective level of body functioning, adaptive processes and the state of individual health in children of junior school age in the Far North with a low behaviour index. 
